In monograph [2] and paper [3] the author discusses the method of metric approximations in the problems of control theory and applies it, among other things, to the derivation of a necessary condition in the optimization of a one-dimensional discrete system with constraints upon the trajectories. In the present paper, by making use of this method, we derive a necessary condition in a multidimensional discrete system linear with respect to the trajectory.
Multidimensional discrete systems
The mapping (Ai<f>, A2<j>,..., A m <f) is a mapping of the set B{Z m , E) into B( Z m ,E m ). By a multidimensional discrete system we mean the system (1.1) Aix(k) = fi (k,u(k),x(k) x(k°) = x° and system (1.1) is satisfied.
From the general theory of multidimensional discrete systems, [1] , it is known that system (1.1) is fully f olvable if and only if, for each k G Z m , condition (1.3) fi (Ajk, u(Ajk) , fj (k, u(k) , *(*))) = fj (Aik, u(Aik) , fi (k, u(k), x(k) 
is satisfied. We shall consider a special case of system (1.1), namely, the system linear with respect to the trajectory -, i e 1(1,m) and the homogeneous linear system, corresponding to it,
3) of the full solvability of system (1.1) it follows that systems (1.4) and (1.5) are simultaneously fully solvable when the conditions
are satisfied, where o stands for the operation of the superposing of mappings.
Formulation of the problem of controlling a multidimensional discrete system linear with respect to the trajectory
Let the multidimensional linear discrete system
with the constraints
Discrete maximum principle
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and the functional (2.6)
be given, where <f>j : R n x D -»• R, while T denotes the transposition operation. we shall consider the following problem:
under constraints (2.1)-(2.5) and (1.6)-(1.7), which will be called the basic problem.
A control u : D -* U C R r will be called an admissible control if the set U is bounded and, with that function, conditions (1.6)-(1.7) are satisfied.
Approximating problem
For any non-empty subset A of a finite dimensional space X, let us introduce the following notations:
where cl denotes the closure operation.
Let a pair {x°(-),ii°(-)} be an optimal process in basic problem (2.7). Let us introduce the following notations: 
called further the problem approximating problem (2.7).
For the approximating problems, the following theorems are true: 
A necessary condition for optimality for an approximating problem
We are given in the set D a system of points k°, k 1 ,..., k N , satisfying the conditions m k j+1 > k j A -k{) = 1, je 1(0, N -1), 1=1 called a discrete curve joining the points k° and k N and denoted by L (k°, k 1 ,..., k N ) . Let us introduce the following notation:
where ij is such that A{¡k* = It is known, [1] , that, when conditions (1.6) are satisfied, X k o(k N ) does not depend on the discrete curve joining the points k° and k N . In the case when k° = k N , we accept that Xk° (k N ) is the identity mapping.
Let k l be a fixed point of the discrete curve L (k°, k^,,,,, k^^, fc 
when vv(k l ) for some admissible control v(-) and there exists a sequence (e s ), e 3 I 0, such that, for every s,
Hence it appears that if f(k l , v) G cr(f(k l , u®(k 1 )), f(k l , U)), then there exists elements v s G U such that whereas, at the remaining points, u(k) = u®(k), that is, condition (1.7) is also satisfied. 
Proof. If {a;2(')) u c(')} an optimal process in the approximating problem, then Theorem 2 implies that it is an optimal process in problem (3.4)-(3.9), as well.
Let (u(.) 
define a control «(•) of form (4.4) which is admissible control for problem (3.4)-(3.9). Let Ax(k) := x(k) -x°c(k), Ax n +i(k) x n+1 (k) -x°n +ltC (k), Ax n+2 (k)
where x = (x, x n+1 , x n+2 ).
In view of the fact following from equation (3.5) that, for k € D,
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where
icgf fcec Analogously, making use of equation (3.6), we shall obtain (4.15)
Using now the easy-to-check identity
where stands for the operator inverse to the operator A{, and from (4.13), (4.14) and (4.15), adopting i/t(k
The form of the control u(-) implies that
So, with Ax(k°) = 0, we have, for k € C(Jb'), (4.18) resulting from (1.6)-(1.7) and by the invertibility of the mappings A; (A;), equality (4.18) can be written down in the form
Taking account of (4.16)-(4.19) and equation (4.6), we shall obtain
From the optimality of the pair ^ follows that AJ c {u(-))/e a > 0.
Since ||Zlx(fc)|| = 0(£ 4 ) and ||zAx(A;
7V
)|| = 0(£ a ), therefore, passing to with £, J. 0, we shall get the inequality In view of the arbitrariness of the discrete curve L (k°, k 1 ,..., k N ) and the point k' lying on it, we obtain inequality (4.5), which ends the proof of Theorem 3.
The discrete maximum principle for the basic problem
In this section, using the limit passing in the approximating problem, we shall derive, in the form of the discrete maximum principle, a necessary condition for optimality for the basic problem.
For any non-empty set A of a finite dimensional space X and for any a° belonging to the closure of the set A, let us introduce the following notation 
2) A<(*)>0, keD, ie 1(0,1), 
with the condition
Proof. In view of the continuity of the functions fi(k, •), i € 7(1,m), and the compactness of U, the set /(fc, U) is closed, that is, the assumptions of Theorem 1 are satisfied. Consequently, in each approximating problem (3.1)-(3.3) there are optimal processes {ij(-), «c(')} suc h that, for each k e D, x®(k) -> x°(k) as c -> c°. From the assumptions concerning the functions <f>i (-,k) , i e /(0,1 + p), it follows that the set is, for each keD, a closed set in a neighbourhood of the point (x°(fc),c). From Theorem 3, with c = (7,0,...,0), 7 < 7 0 , it follows that there exist vectors (y c (k),w c (k) e W((x°(A;),c)|E^(^)), keD, such that conditions (4.5)-(4.7) and (4.10) are satisfied. Since the convexity of the set f(k, U) implies that a(f (k,u1(k) ),f(k,U)) -f(k,U), therefore condition (4.5) is satisfied for each v e U. In view of the compactness of the set U, one can choose from the set c f c°,(7^7°), a subsequence u®^ (k) converging to some u°(k) eU,keD,asn-^ 00. Let x°C n (•) denote the trajectory corresponding to the control Since the sequence 
